Governance and Leadership as key success factors to School-led Improvement
Increasing emphasis is being placed on Governing Bodies and School Leaders to evidence to School Inspectors their skills and knowledge levels, and how they develop.

GB Skills… auditing your capabilities

GB Effectiveness…checking for improvements

Can you show:
• evidence of your GB skills, competence and knowledge?
• that objective self-review happens regularly?
• that development is planned and linked to improved governance?

Can you show:
• evidence of your GB’s effectiveness?
• that objective self-review is undertaken?
• how the GB commits to improvement alongside the School SLT?

Learnership’s online Skills Audit enables all Governors to independently make a
self-assessment of their current skill set and school knowledge, whilst also
assessing the quality of school management information on which they take
decisions. Governors also contribute their ideas on what the GB could do
differently to improve.

Learnership’s online Effectiveness Review assures complete anonymity, and
enables all Governors to independently make assessments on how well the GB
is using their combined skills, competence and knowledge, to work together
effectively. Governors also contribute their ideas, on what the GB could start,
stop and continue doing, to further improve the GB’s effectiveness.

Results are presented for clear
Interpretation, clustered into 6 categories:

Results are presented for clear
interpretation, clustered into
4 categories:

• Analysis & problem solving
• Safeguarding, support & HR

• Capabilities & communication

• Change, risk & time management

• Process & organisation

• Learning, curriculum & technology

• Culture & practice

• Strategy, leadership & development

• Meetings & relationships

• Legal, accountability, premises & admissions

Pricing £125 +
vat per school

Example report extract

Pricing £95 +
vat per school

Our low-cost, online reviews take 10 mins per Governor. All inputs are collated and produced in a succinct PDF report.
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To see a demo, sample questions and to order, visit www.learnership.org.uk
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